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We consider the general norm form equation over a function field. Under the 
usual condition, that the module in which the solutions lie be assumed non- 
degenerate, we prove that there are only finitely many solutions, which may be 
determined effectively; moreover, an explicit bound is calculated on the heights of 
all the solutions. The results are obtained by means of a lemma on the general unit 
equation u, + ‘.’ +u,= I. 1 1986 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to the study of norm form equations over function 
fields. Our object is to discover algorithms for their complete resolutions 
and to provide bounds on the solutions, whenever it is possible so to do. 
Let us begin by making a brief examination of the history of the analogous 
case, of norm form equations over number fields. In 1909 Thue [ 1 l] 
derived the first general result in the theory of Diophantine equations by 
establishing that, if A4 is a free L-module of rank 2 contained within some 
finite extension K of Q, then for each c in Q the equation 
NormKI,(x) = ( 
has only finitely many solutions x in M, provided that A4 is not equal to 
some aZ + bZ, with h/a a real quadratic irrational. Thue’s theorem was 
obtained as a direct consequence of his studies on the approximation of 
algebraic numbers by rationals. These studies were later improved by Siegel 
and others, and finally by Roth in 1955, who succeeded in proving a result 
which is essentially best possible. In 1971 Schmidt [9] established a much 
more general theorem, relating to the simultaneous approximation of 
several algebraic numbers by rationals: using this general result he was able 
to extend Thue’s original theorem to a free nondegenerate L-module h4 in 
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K of arbitrary rank [lo]. The condition of nondegeneracy is essential, and 
will be further discussed in some detail in Section 2’. 
Unfortunately, there is one serious drawback to all these results, namely 
that they are ineffective in failing to provide any bounds on the solutions: 
although they establish that each equation has only finitely many solutions 
they yield no means of actually determining the solutions. In 1968 Baker 
[l] proved an effective version of Thue’s theorem of 1909 by an entirely 
different method. He considered equations of the type 
associated with the norm form equation: a and h are fixed elements of K, 
and q,, Y/~ are units in K. Baker applied his celebrated lower bound for 
linear forms in logarithms to this equation, to furnish explicit bounds for 
the heights of solutions 4 1, qz. This led directly to a bound on the height of 
each solution of the original norm form equation, and thereby reduced to a 
finite amount of computation the problem of their actual determination. 
Since then much effort has been expended in attempting to extend Baker’s 
result to modules of arbitrary rank, and in a variety of special cases, when 
an equation of the type au, + hqz = 1 can be associated with the norm 
form, Gyory has been successful. Nevertheless the general problem of 
providing an effective version of Schmidt’s theorem remains unsolved. 
In the present case of function fields, in 1982 the author provided [IS] 
the first complete resolution of the general Thue equation. The method 
employed was analogous to Baker’s analysis for number fields: the Thue 
equation was first reduced to a finite series of equations of the form 
aql + bqz = 1, which were resolved using a fundamental inequality proved 
in the same paper. This inequality was later applied to the hyperelliptic and 
genus 1 equations, and extended also to fields of positive characteristic 
[6-81. However, the general norm form equation cannot be tackled using 
this basic inequality; instead, it is necessary to establish a more general 
inequality for the solutions of equations of the form 
a,q, + ... +unqn= 1. 
It is by providing such an inequality (Lemma 2) that the present paper suc- 
ceeds. In Section 2 we introduce the requisite preliminaries, and discuss the 
properties of modules necessary to formulate our main theorems. In Sec- 
tion 3 we prove Lemma 2, the inequality on which our method rests. In 
Section 4 we provide an algorithm for the complete resolution of the 
‘See also P. Warkentin, Die Normformgleichung iiber dem rationalen Funktionkorper. 
J. Number Theory 18 (1984). 5668. 
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general norm form equation, as requested by Theorem 1. The paper is com- 
pleted in Section 5 when we establish an explicit bound for the heights of 
the solutions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall recall briefly the preliminaries necessary for the 
succeeding arguments. There is a discussion of valuations, derivations and 
heights on function fields, which are central to the proof of the inequality, 
Lemma 2, on which our methods depend, and a short discursion on 
modules, leading to the formulation of our two theorems on norm form 
equations. First, then we recall (see [2] or [S]) that if K is a finite exten- 
sion of the rational function field k(a), then there is a system of valuations 
on K, corresponding to the points of a nonsingular curve C defined over k: 
k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero presented explicitly 
[S]. Each valuation u is defined as the order of vanishing of the Laurent 
expansion in a local parameter I,.: the valuations thus produced are non- 
archimedean and additive with value group L. Those valuations with 
v(z) > 0 are termed finite, whilst those with V(Z) < 0 are termed infinite; the 
number of infinite valuations on K is denoted by rti. The sum ,formufu 
is obtained for each non-zero ,f in K as a consequence of 
u(Norm,,f) = 2 u(J‘) (2) 
for each valuation w  on a field L lying between k(z) and K: in the sum on 
the right v ranges over all the valuations on K such that z~(h)/u(h) is con- 
stant for all h in L; this constant is termed the ramification index of u over 
w. The height of any element f in K is defined to be 
H(f) = - 1 min (0, u(f)); 
that is, the number of poles off, counted according to multiplicity. The 
notion of height may be extended to any finite set P of elements of K by 
H(F) = - 1 min (0, u(f);f~ F), 
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We observe that if 9 contains 1, and h is non-zero, then it follows from the 
sum formula that 
H(h9) b H(sF). 
In particular, if 9 contains both 1 and l/h then equality obtains: 
H(hF) = H(F); (4) 
these facts will be of value later. Our final observation on heights is to 
record the elementary inequality 
We next turn to the properties of derivations on function fields. If ,f lies 
in K, we denote by df/dv its local derivative at II, obtained by formally dif- 
ferentiating the Laurent series off with respect to Z, . The following are 
then evident: 
=v(f- 1 if v(f)#O, 30 if u(f)>O: (5) 
these play an important role in the proof of our fundamental Lemma 2. 
The derivation f~f’ on k(z), namely differentiation with respect to 2, 
extends uniquely to a global derivation on K, and it is related to the local 
derivations defined above by the formula df/dv = f ‘dz/dv. From the sum 
formula (l), applied to ,f’ in K, we deduce that the sum C, v(dfldv) is 





g is termed the genus of K/k. 
We record the following result concerning valuations: a proof may be 
found in [S] or [8]. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that for each valuation v on K an integer m, is 
provided, with only finitely many m, nonzero. Then we can determine effec- 
tively whether there exists f in K with v( f ) = m, for all v. Moreover, if such 
an f exists then it may be computed and is unique to within a nonzero factor 
in k. 
We now proceed to formulate our theorems on norm form equations, for 
which we commence with a discussion of modules, and in particular the 
concept of nondegeneracy (see [lo]). To discover the necessity of 
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restricting our attention to non-degenerate modules, let us illustrate with a 
special case. Let M be the full ring of elements of K integral over A[=], and 
consider the equation 
NormKik,=,(.v) = C, (7) 
where c is a fixed element of k(r) and x lies in M. Now, if M\k possesses an 
element r~ with Norm,,,,,(q) = 1, then, since A4 is a ring, .un is a solution in 
A4 of (7) whenever x is, and so there is an infinite family of solutions ~I.Y 
with unbounded height. So far the situation is just as for number fields. 
However, in the case of function fields there is a further problem: even 
when K has no nontrivial units, it is impossible to bound the heights of the 
solutions of (7) in terms of parameters such as the height of a basis of K, 
the degree of K, the height of a basis of A4 and the height of C. To see that 
this is true we consider the following example: let P denote a square-free 
polynomial of degree 4 in kc;], and choose K = k(z, fi), so that 
[K: k(z)] = 2 and H(P)=8 
and K has 2 infinite valuations, u, and 11~ say. Since K has genus 1, for each 
integer m 3 2 there exists .Y in K with D, (x) = -m, D,(S) = ~tr - 2, and 
V(X) 3 0 if v # v, or r2, so that .Y lies in M = k[z, d?], 
H(x) = 112 and H(Norm,,,,,(.u)) = 4: 
thus the height of x is unbounded, whilst all the other parameters men- 
tioned above are fixed. Furthermore, it is certainly possible for K to have 
no non-trivial units, for this occurs if and only if D, - D? is not a torsion 
point on the elliptic curve associated with K, where for i= 1, 2, v, is the 
point corresponding to the valuation v,. By varying the choice of z within a 
fixed elliptic curve, P varies and one may ensure that K has no nontrivial 
units as required. 
It is therefore necessary to assume that K has no non-trivial units de jure 
rather than de facto. That is, in the above case when A4 is the full ring of 
elements of K integral over k[z], we must assume that K has only one 
infinite valuation. This assumption may be generalised to deal with an 
arbitrary module M and a norm form over an arbitrary finite extension L 
of k(z). Let 0 then denote the ring of elements of L integral over kc=], and 
let A4 be a finitely generated U-module lying within some finite extension K 
of L. For each field J lying between L and K, we consider the set 
MJ=Im~M;Qj’jJ,31~LwithIjm~M), 
so that MJ is either { 0 ) or a module over an order in J. By analogy with 
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number fields [IO], h4 is termed nondegenerate if MJ = {O } whenever 
rJ > rL. Our analysis treats all equations of the form 
Norm,,(u) = c, 
where c is some fixed element of L, and the solution x is required to lie in 
the nondegenerate C-module M. 
There is no loss of generality in enlarging K to a Galois extension of L, 
and we shall therefore assume that this has been done. Furthermore, we 
observe that in fact we may restrict our attention to a free nondegenerate 
O-module M. For if M is finitely generated there is a free O-module N such 
that aNc MC N for some nonzero a in L: hence N is also nondegenerate, 
and we can consider the solutions of (8) in the larger module N. Thus we 
shall assume that M is a free nondegenerate Q-module lying in a finite 
Galois extension K of L; in Section 4 we shall establish the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM I. For each c in L all the solutions x in M of the equation 
NormKjl(.\:) = c (8) 
may be ~~etermine~~ effectively. Moreouer, these s~~uti~n~ are finite in number. 
In Section 5 we shall determine the following bound on the heights of the 
solutions. 
THEOREM 2. Each ~~i~t~on of (8) in M .~atis~es 
H(x) G (2d) 3”-32n’(H+H(c)+gK+rK+ l), 
where H denotes the height of an O-basis x1 ,..., x, of M, and d, g,, rK denote 
the degree [K: L], the genus of K/k, and the number of infinite valuations on 
K, respective1.y. 
In the closing stages of the proof of this result the following fact is required, 
which we conveniently take the opportunity of proving here. It concerns 
the existence of a basis of K over L with small height: we claim that such a 
basis f, ,..., fd exists with 
H(f,,...,f,) d %,+ d. 
To prove this, we first choose a valuation IV on I, which splits completely in 
K into d valuations, w  I ,..., We say, and then choose some other valuation \vO 
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on K. By the RiemannRoch theorem (see [2]), for each i = l,..., d, there 
exists some f, in K with 
w,(f;) >, 1 - 2g,, wig) = - 1, t$.f;) 2 0 if U # IV,), M’i 
We claim that fl,..., fd is an L-basis of K. For suppose not, so that there 
exist h, ,..., hd in L, not all zero, with Cf=, hJ; = 0. Selecting i with u(hi) 
minimal, we obtain 
w&f,) = w(hJ - 1, whereas 
a contradiction. Thus f, ,..., fJ is indeed an L-basis of K, and by construc- 
tion we have H(f, ,...,f,) $2g, + d as required. It is perhaps worthy of note 
that only at this point, and in the assumption that g, is nonnegative, is the 
Riemann-Roth theorem employed; in particular, it is not required in the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
3. THE UNIT EQUATION 
The crux in our analysis of the norm form equation is an upper bound 
for the heights of the solutions of the unit equation 
u,+ “. +u,= 1, 
where each ui is an Y-unit in K, that is, v(ui) = 0 for each valuation u out- 
side the Iixed finite set Y. The case n = 2 was first investigated in [IS], and 
the bound there was later improved [6] to 
mu,, u,)b WI +2g,-2, 
unless both U, and u2 lie in /c; 1,4pj denotes the number of valuations in 9’. 
This inequality was fundamental in the complete resolutions of the Thue, 
hyperelliptic and genus 1 equations over function Iields, and also in 
providing strong bounds on the heights of their solutions: a recent volume 
[S] is entirely devoted to the consequences of this inequality. In the case of 
number fields Mahler showed that the number of solutions in Y-units of 
ut + u2 = 1 is always finite. An effective version was first proved by Coates, 
who generalised p-adically Baker’s famous inequality concerning linear 
forms in logarithms. In a recent paper Evertse [3] has generalised Mahler’s 
theorem to prove that the equation 
u,+ .‘. +u,l=l 
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has only finitely many solutions in Y-units, subject to the necessary con- 
dition that for no proper subset I of {l,..., n) is C, ui= 0. Evertse’s proof 
employs Schmidt’s work [93 on simultaneous approximation to algebraic 
numbers, and is therefore ineffective. In the case of function fields, however, 
we are able to establish an effective result. 
LEMMA 2. Let Y devote u~injt~ set qf L~al~atians on K, and suppose that 
u, ,..., u, are Y-units in K with u, + ... + u, = 1, but with no proper subset of 
1, u , ,..., u, k-linearly dependent. Then 
WU~,..., u,)d4”- ‘(19’1 +G), (9) 
where G = max (0,2g - 2) and g denotes the genus qf K/k. 
ProoJ: Let $ denote the set of valuations u at which u(ui) # 0, and let N 
denote the largest of ICyI, i = l,..., n. We shall prove by induction on n that 
for some sequences A,, A, ,..., B, , B, ,..., to be determined. Since $C Y for 
each i, N G ISPI, and so the proof of (9) is completed by verifying that A,, 
and B, are both at most 4”- i for n = 1, 2,.... 
If n--l then ~~=l, H(u,)=O, so we may choose A,=B,=O. Hen- 
ceforth we shall assume that (10) has been established for n = m - 1 for 
some m > 1; we wish to establish its truth for n = m. Differentiating the 
equation U, + . .. + u, = 1 we obtain z4’, + ..* + ~4;~ = 0. Since u, is not an 
element of k we may divide by u; and obtain 
(-d/u;)+ ... + (-u;/u;)= 1, 
and it is to this equation that the inductive hypothesis is applied. First let 
us note that if some proper subset of 1, -u;/u’, ,..., --z&/u; is linearly 
dependent over k, then there is a relation Cy= i l& = 0 in which some, but 
not all, li are zero. However, in this case we have XT= i &ui = A for some ;1 
in k, in contradiction to the initial assumption on 1, U, ,..., II,. The induc- 
tive hypothesis (10) thus yields 
where N* = max2< icm 151, and z denotes the set of valuations at which 
et(u@;) # 0. We shall complete the inductive step in two stages, the first of 
which is to establish a bound for N*, and the second is to use such a 
bound to deduce the required inequality (10) from (11). 
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Let us recall from Section 2 the inequalities (5). Iff’is a nonzero element 
of K, and 3. denotes the set of valuations at which o(,f) # 0, then 
d 
Yz (7 
= v(f) - 1 if t’ E $ . . 
Furthermore, u(dfltit)) & 0 if v lies outside $ ‘, so if “~‘4 denotes the set of 
valuations outside V” with u(df/dv) # 0, then 
from the sum formula (1) and the genus formula (6). Now, if for i= l,..., n, 
we denote by q the set of valuations outside <.q with o(duJdu) # 0, then Yj, 
the set at which u(u;/u’,) # 0, is contained within W’; u %‘(u 3 u Cq, and so 
from (12) 
I;YyI <2(I,cp,I + \,%I +2g-2): 
hence 
N* <4N+2G, 
and so we have succeeded in bounding N*. 
It remains to dete~ine a bound on H(u, ,..., u,) using ( 11) above; we 
shall show that this height is not much larger than H(u;/u; ,..., z&,/u’,), 
which is bounded’ by (11). First let us suppose that u is a valuation with 
o(u&, ) < 0 for some i = 2 ,..., m. If V( ui) # 0 then 
-*(u;/u;)=: --(f$j ('"I) 4-u x >.(I -u(u~))+u(u,)- 1 = -u(t4i/u,) 
from (5); whereas if ~(21~) = 0 then v(u,) > 0 and so 
-v(uyu;)= -u 
Summing the right- and left-hand sides over all the valuations u such that 
u(u,/u, ) < 0 for some i = 2 ,..., m, we obtain 
fqu;/u; )..., uL/u;) 2 H(u,lu, . . . . . ~~/~, I- IW - f 10 (~j, 
r=2 74, 
which in view of ( 12) yields 
H(u;/u; ,..., u;Ju; ) 3 H(u,/u, ,..., u,,,/u, ) - tnN- (m - 1 fG. 
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However, from the result (4) on heights we have 
Wu, ,..., urn) = H(u~, ,...v urn/u,, l/u, 1, 
and the latter is equal to H(u,/u,,..., ~,/a,) since l/u, = 
1 + u*/u1+ ... + u,/u,. We conclude that 
Wu, ,..., u,)~(4A,~,+m)N+(2A,~,+B,_,+m-l)G 
and so (10) is established provided we choose 
A,=4A,,m, +m, B,=2A,. , +B,p,+m-1. 
We recall that A, = B, = 0: these recurrence relations may be solved and it 
is readily verified that A, and B, are both less than 4”- ’ for n = 1, 2,.... The 
proof of the lemma is thus complete. 
It is proper to make three remarks concerning the actual bound derived 
in Lemma 2. First, the precise growth of the sequences A, and B, is given 
by A&4”- ‘, B,,+4”p1, and so some slight strengthening of the bound 
is possible for large values of n. Second, the inductive hypothesis, involving 
the abstruse parameter N, rather than IYpI, is made, since otherwise this 
would lead to A, growing as n!, a considerable waste. Third, although this 
inductive argument cannot yield coefficients A, of less than exponential 
growth, it may be conjectured that the best possible value for A,, is II: this 
is derived by comparing the number of unknowns with the number of a 
system of nonlinear equations which they satisfy. Finally, we comment that 
it is easy to derive a bound on the heights of solutions in Y-units of 
UI + . . . + u, = 1 under the weaker assumption that 1, ui # 0 for each non- 
empty subset I of ( l,..., n}. The stronger assumption made in Lemma 2 is, 
however, more convenient for the applications, particularly in the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2, the full range of 
possibilities for u, ,..., u, is finite, and may be determined effectioely. 
Proof From the assumptions in Lemma 2 we have u(ui) = 0 for each u 
outside Y, and i= l,..., n. Furthermore, by the sum formula (1) 
c max (0, u(ui)) = -1 min (0, v(ui)) = H(u;), 
L’ (1 
which is bounded from Lemma 2. Hence the complete range of values 
assumed by each ui has only a finite number of possibilities: in view of 
Lemma 1 we conclude that, to within a nonzero factor in k, each ui has 
only a finite number of possibilities, and that these are effectively deter- 
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minable. It thus remains to determine the nonzero factors in k, so we shall 
take ~7, ,..., MI, fixed nonzero elements of K, and we wish to determine the 
range of R ,,..., A, in k* with ui= %,u~,. satisfying the required conditions. 
Now 1, u, ,..., u,, form a minimal linearly dependent set over fi, so the 
same must be true of 1. ~3, ,..., it‘,,. If this condition fails to be satisfied then 
no choice of A ,,..., A,Z leads to a solution U, ,..., u,,. If on the other hand this 
condition is satisfied, then there is a unique set A, ,..., A,, with C;= I ;-iit’i= 1. 
Hence the range of possibilities for u1 ,..., II,, is finite. Finally, it may be 
determined for each set IV, ,..., M’,, whether this condition is satisfied, and, if 
so, 1 , ,..., A.,, may be determined as required, by considering the Puiseux 
expansions of IV, ,..., us, at some fixed valuation on K. Thus the proof of the 
corollary is complete. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section we shall establish Theorem 1 by constructing, for each I’ in 
L, all the solutions in M of 
Norm,,(x) = c, (8) 
where M is a free nondegenerate O-module; our argument will also show 
that these solutions are finite in number. The proof is attained by induction 
on the rank of M, which we denote by n. If A4 has rank 1, then M= mO for 
some nonzero m in K. Writing x = my with y in 0, we obtain 
and so y is determined to within a d-th root of unity in k. Hence Theorem 1 
is established when n = 1; henceforth we shall also assume its truth for any 
free nondegenerate O-module of rank less than n. We shall show that either 
Theorem 1 may be established directly for M, or, using the corollary to our 
fundamental Lemma 2, that we can construct a finite set M, ,..., M,s of free 
nondegenerate O-modules of rank n - 1 such that any solution x in M of 
Norm K,L(x) = c ies in some Ml, so the proof of Theorem 1 is completed by 1’ 
the inductive hypothesis. 
Let X, ,,.., x, denote a given basis of A4, and let J be the subfield of K 
generated over L by x,/x, ,..., X,/X,. Now, together with 1 these elements 
are linearly inde~ndent over L, so J has degree at least n over L. The two 
cases to be considered distinguish between [J: L] = n and [J: L] > n. In 
the former case we can deal directly with the norm form using the 
assumption of nondegeneracy, and construct the fuli set of solutions in 44. 
In the latter case we shall use the corollary to Lemma 2, to produce the 
system of modules of rank n - 1 discussed above. 
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Let us first suppose that [J: L] = n, so that 1, x,/x,,..., x,/x, form a 
basis of J over L. Thus each element j in J may be written in the form 
(C;= 1 a,x,)/xi with a ,,..., a, in L, so if 1 denotes an element of L with 
la , ,..., la,, in 0, we have 
ljx, = 2 (L!q) xi, 
i= I 
and so fjx, lies in M. We conclude from the definition in Section 2 that x, 
lies in MJ, and so the latter set is nontrivial. However, M is nondegenerate 
by assumption, so we conclude that rJ= rL. Now if x lies in M then 
y = x/x, lies in J, so it suffices to determine the range of possibilities for J 
in J with x,-v in M and 
Norm,,(v) = c/Norm,,(x,). 
We shall show that the complete set of values v(y), as o runs over all the 
valuations on J, has only a finite number of possibilities which may be con- 
structed. This will complete the proof of Theorem 1 when [J: L] = n, since 
from Lemma 1 we may conclude that y has only a finite number of com- 
putable possibilities to within a non-zero factor in k, and then this factor is 
fixed to within a dth root of unity by the norm form equation. To show 
that the complete set of values v(y) has only a finite number of possibilities, 
we consider the finite and infinite valuations separately. First, we observe 
that 
[K: J] w(Norm,,.(y)) = w(c) - w(Norm,,,,(x, )) (13) 
for each valuation w  on L. If u is an infinite valuation on J, then u]w for 
some valuation w  on L, and since rJ = rL, v is the only valuation on J with 
v] w, and so by (2) we have w(Norm,,(y)) = v(y), and hence (13) yields 
CK:JI 4~) = w(c) - wWormK,Axl )) (ulwlcn): (14) 
thus v(y) is fixed for each infinite valuation v on J. If on the other hand v is 
a finite valuation on J, then since y is an O-linear combination of 
1, XZIX, ,...1 X,/Xl, 
ub) 2 ,f$S, v(xi/xl) (vi ml. (15) . . 
However, if w  is a finite valuation on L then by (2) 
wWorm&v)) = C,,, v(y). This, together with (13) and (15) yields 
U(Y) d {w(c) - w(NormK,,(x,)}/[K: J] - 1 min z4(xi/x1) (vlw t a). 
uzulw, I <iCn 
(16) 
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From (14). (15), and (16) it follows that the complete system of values 
V(Y), as 11 runs over all the valuations on J, has only a finite number of 
possibilities. Hence from the argument above the proof of Theorem 1 is 
completed in this case, when [J:L] = tz. 
Let us suppose henceforth that the alternative holds, so that [J:L] > n: it 
is now our object to construct a finite set M, ~..., M,, of free nondegenerate 
O-modules of rank n - 1, which together contain all the solutions in M of 
Norm,,(x) = c. Having achieved this, the inductive hypothesis will com- 
plete the proof of Theorem I. Now K is a Galois extension of L by 
assumption, and we shall denote its Galois group by Y. Since E.&L] > II, 
we may choose a set X of II + 1 elements of 9 which produce distinct 
embeddings of J in K; that is, the elements of X lie in distinct right cosets of 
Gal (K/J) in 9. Each x in A4 may be written uniquely in the form x7.. , M,.x, 
with x1 ,.,., z,, in C, and so the expressions 
x0= i: c(,(Xicr) (CJEX) 
,=I 
comprise n + 1 linear forms in the n variables a I ,..., xx,: hence we can con- 
struct elements A, in K, not alI zero, with 
c A&o)=0 
I7 t .Y 
for al/ x in M. Now let s denote a particular solution in M of 
Norm~~~,(.~) = C, and let Y be some minimal subset of X such that there is a 
nontrivial linear relation 
z: i,A,(xcJ) = 0 (A, E k). 
SE Y 
It should be emphasized that we are unable to give an a priori construction 
of Y or of the elements R, since they depend on x. However, since Y is a 
subset of X, it has only finitely many possibilities, which may be examined 
in turn: that is, we shall suppose that Y is fixed. Let Y denote the set of 
vatuations u on K at which one or more of the following occur: 
u(A,)#O, flE Y, u(xp) < 0, crE9, 1 did& u(c)>O, or 1’1 ,X.. 
Thus 9 is a finite computable set, and we claim that each A,(xa) is an .Y- 
unit. For if u is a valuation on K lying outside 9, then u is finite and 
u(x,o) > 0 for 1 < i < n. Since xcr may be expressed as Cr= r @i(xio) with 
each cti in 0, we obtain vfx~) 20 for each g in 9. However, 
c = Norm.,,(x) = n,, (6 xo, and Y(C) < 0, so in fact ZI(X~) = 0 for each 0 in 
3. In addition u(A,) = 0, so each A,(xa) is an Y-unit as required. We con- 
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elude from the corollary to Lemma 2 that, given (T and G* in Y, there are 
only finitely many possibilities for ~,A,(xcr)/l,,A,.(xa*), and that these 
possibilities are effectively determinable. It should be stressed that as yet we 
have not determined the coefficients I, in k. However, choosing 0 #c* in 
Y, and writing z = ~‘a*, we obtain 
XT = Axy, 
where y has only finitely many possibilities in K, whilst i lies in k. Hence 1 
is an eigenvalue of the L-linear endomorphism z H zr/y of K, and so 1 itself 
has only finitely many computable possibilities. We write t = 1/1~~, and 
summarise our progress thus: we have constructed a finite set T of elements 
of K such that for each x in M satisfying Norm,,(x) = c we have 
XT = x/t 
for some t in T and some z in Y distinct from the identity map on J. The 
inductive step is thus completed by showing that for each pair t, z, the set 
of x in M with xr =x/t lies in some nondegenerate O-module of rank at 
most n - 1. Let us first extend x1 ,..., x, to a basis x, ,..., xd of K, so there 
exist Y,, in L for 1 didn, 1 <j<dwith 
t(x,7) = i yg,, 1 <i<n. 
,=I 
Hence if xz =x/t and x = Cl= 1 clixi with a ,,..., a,, in Cn then 
where we have written a, = 0 if j > n. At least one of these d equations is 
nontrivial, since otherwise xr = x/t for all x in M, in which case 
(xi/xl)7 = xi/xl for i = l,..., n, and so t is the identity map on J, in defiance 
of our construction. Hence there is some linear relation 
with 8, = 1 say, and /I*,..., 8, in L, satisfied whenever sz =x/t. Now if M* 
denotes the Co-module with basis x2 - fizxl,..., x, - finx,, then M* is free of 
rank n - 1, and whenever x lies in M and XT = x/t, then x lies in M*. 
Finally, if j3 denotes a common denominator in 0 of lj2,..., fi,, then j?M* is 
a submodule of M and so M* is nondegenerate as required. Thus if 
M 1 ,..., M, denote the possibilities for M* as t and t vary as above, then 
any solution of Norm,,,(x) = c in M lies in some Mj. By the inductive 
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hypothesis this equation may be solved completely in each M,, and hence 
in M. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Our final task is the establishment of Theorem 2, that, for each solution 
x in M of Norm,,(x) = c, 
H(x) 6 (24 3"-32n2(H+H(c)+r+g+ I), (17) 
where d= [KL], n = rank, M, H = H(x, ,..., s,,) for some O-basis x, ,..., .Y,~ 
of M, g=g,, r=rK, and the heights are all referred to the field K: as usual 
M is a free nondegenerate &module in the Galois extension K of L. The 
proof is attained by quantifying the algorithm for the construction of 
solutions in Section 4, together with various refinements. Thus the proof is 
achieved by induction on n, so we should first examine the case n = 1: here 
M= x, 0 with H(x,) = H. Writing x = x,~ with ~1 in 0, we obtain 
yd= c/Norm,,(x,), and so 
where 3 denotes the Galois group of K over L. It folows that 
dH(x) < H(c) + 2(d- 1 )H, 
and so the inequality (17) is established in the case n = 1. We shall hen- 
ceforth assume the truth of (17) for modules of rank n - 1. Following the 
analysis in Section 4, we consider first the case when J, the field generated 
over L by x2/x, ,..., x,/x,, has degree 12 over L. Here we write x = x,y with 
y in J, so from (14) we obtain for each infinite valuation v on K, 
dv(x)=dv(s,)+v(c)- c V(XIcJ) (UlcQ) 
0 E 9 
and since x is an O-linear combination of x, ,..., x,, 
Combining these we conclude that 
H(x) < H(c)/d+ 2(1 - l/d) H(x,) + H, 
and so (17) is established in the case [J:L] = n. 
We shall assume henceforth that the remaining case, [J:L] > n > 1. 
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holds, and here we shall employ Lemma 2 together with the inductive 
hypothesis to complete the proof. We first choose, as in Section 4, a set X 
consisting of n + 1 elements from different right cosets of Gal (K/J). 
However, it is convenient to make a refinement in the choice of X here: we 
diminish X so that X is minimal subject to the existence of a nontrivial 
linear relation 
1 A,(xa)=O (XEM) 
LTtX 
with each A,, in K. That is, the elements of X are linearly dependent over K 
in Hom,.(M, K), but no proper subset of X is. Now the coefficients A, are 
given as maximal non-vanishing minors of the matrix with entries .x,0, 
VEX, 1 <i<n, and hence 
H(A.;oEX)&qH. (18) 
As before we now fix our attention on a particular solution x, and denote 
by Y a minimal subset of X for which there is a nontrivial linear relation 
1 r$,A,(.w) = 0 
(Tt k 
with each 1, in k. If Y then denotes the set of valuations on K at which 
one or more of the following occur: 
u(A,)#O, CE Y, v(x,a ,..., x,o)<O, a~%, o(c)>O, orulco, 
then 
IYI 6 (n + 2) H(A,; CE Y) + dH+ H(c) + r, (19) 
since I YI < 1x1 6 n + 1. However, as in Section 4 each A,(xo) is an Y-unit, 
so from Lemma 2 we obtain 
H(A,(xa)/A,4xa*)) $4”(Iyl + G) 
with G = max (0,2g- 2) and 0, g* any two elements of Y. Writing 
5 = c I,* with (T, o* distinct, we deduce from (18) that 
H(t) 6 47 IYI + G) + 21XIH, (20) 
where t = X/XT. Now, from the discussion in Section 2, there exists a basis 
of K over L with height at most 2g + d: hence we may extend x1 ,..., x, to a 
basis x1 ,..., xd of K over L, with height H*, where 
H*<H+2g+d. (21) 
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We now wish to determine elements y,, in L for 1 Q j< n, 1 <,i< d, such 
that 
For each i, the elements yii, 1 <,j < d are given by the d linear equations 
(tcr) (x,ta) = f yli(x,cr) (@EC!?). 
j= I 
Using Cramer’s rule, each yii is given as a quotient of 2 determinants, of 
which the denominator is independent of i: thus 
H(y,;l<iidn, ldj~dd)~ZdH+H(x,ta;a~~, l<iian)+H(trr;cr~%) 
and so from the bound for H* in (21) we obtain 
H(y,; 1 <iGn, 1 <j<d)G3dH+2d(2g+d)+dH(t). (22) 
As in Section 4 there is a nontrivial relation x;= I pior,= 0 satisfied 
whenever xr =x/t with x = Cr=, a+,, with fi, ,..., 6, in L and 
H(pj; 1 6idn)=H(‘JIj; 1 didn) (23 1 
for some .j = I ,..., ci. From (4) we may assume B, = 1. Now x lies in the C,- 
module M* with basis yz ,..., yn, where .ri = xi - fii,x, for i = 2, . . . . rz, so by the 
inductive hypothesis we have 
H(.~)d(2d)~“-~2’” “‘(H()tz,...,p,)+H(c)+r+g+l), 
and by construction 
f&r..., y,,)<H+H(B,; ldidn). 
Combining these last two inequalities with (la), ( 19), (20), (21), (X?), and 
(23) above yields the desire bound (17). Herewith the inductive step is 
completed and so Theorem 2 is established. 
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